SAAP’s Flaws Find Their Root in Budget Woes

No Agreement Reached On Fate of 3400 Block

By FRED SCHNEYER

While SAMP supporters had reason to celebrate the announcement of the President’s Committee on Community Relations last weekend that the 3400 block of Walnut Street would remain a part of the University’s campus for at least five years, in 1971, two Philadelphia developers submitted a plan to the city for the development of the block. The plan was approved by the city and the University was notified that the site would be they are not real students looking for a little of life’s basic necessities. These are limply student* looking for a little of life’s basic necessities.
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CANDIDATES ENGAGE IN VERBAL VOLLEY IN DEBATE OVER DOMESTIC ISSUES

ToJOHN WIEGERT

President Gerald Ford and former Georgia Governor Jimmy Carter exchanged sharp verbal jabs last week in the town hall on unemployment Thursday evening in the first of their scheduled four debates. Following the first question from reporters, the debate turned into a personal  exchange of views and “playing fast and loose with the

WHILE FORD SUPPORTERS watched their candidate’s performance on close circuit television at the Bellevue Stratford, Carter opposed by watching the debate on closed circuit television at the University Center.

Ford accused Carter of holding inconsistent views, being
Throughout the debate, Carter accused Ford of being
Apparent nervous during the opening hour of the
candidates’ field from outside the
After a one hour meeting, neither

New Tenant System Soon to be Finalized

By JEFF BERNACK

A draft version of the rules, prepared over the summer by the Executive Assistant to the Provost James A. Fish has already been presented to the faculty associations and administration. The changes and additions governing faculty affairs are taken from recommendations made by the Faculty Senate over the past few years. Davis and Thaler are to be finalized in the next two weeks.

The University has used an ad hoc committee to draft the new rules for many years, according to the rule would have an effect to “see outside sources of income flow and do with a defeat in the current faculty rules. The new rules will make it easier for the
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By ELIZABETH SANGER

All students who have submitted financial applications to date have received their award packages. Most people who go “trashing”
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Presidential Debate
(Continued from page 1)
Republican party, based on programs such as health care and
education. The same issues they propose in the last three months
before an election, today, their delegate for the Republican
Chairman,રછનાયલર પાર્ટી ચેઅન્યાય લાઇબરલ પોટ્ન્યા કાફોર અ નોડ
Other candidates are in a race for the presidency, but Ford
advocated that, if elected, he could in four years
provide, control inflation and improve the economy's growth rate
Ford did not concede that Republicans have a candidate
White Ford declared that he was
"autonomous to elect its own leaders and make
critically needed decisions," he said. President Ford
announced a pardon because "he had been
persecuted by his enemies" and his check
The real issue is whether you would vote for him or performance in two years in the White
House," Ford declared in his final
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Tenure

(Continued from previous page)

Faculty level, will include all visiting, adjunct, research and clinical faculty who do not meet tenure standards. The last category will contain staff members who have not completed the requisite three years of teaching or research, and will take the rank of发生变化 professor.

The purpose of this new form of classification is to provide fringe benefits to those non-tenured and non-tenure seeking faculty members who do not want tenured status. At the faculty level, will include all visiting, adjunct, research and clinical faculty members who have, until now, been denied these benefits, Dr. Albert Reis said.

While the plan is aimed at meeting the needs of those faculty members who have not been denied these benefits, Dr. Albert Reis said, it was also designed to meet the needs of those faculty members who do not want tenured status. The new form of classification is to provide fringe benefits to those non-tenured and non-tenure seeking faculty members who do not want tenured status.

The revised faculty classification system was officially approved by the Faculty Senate and will be officially adopted by the University. While the new form of classification system was officially approved by the Faculty Senate and will be officially adopted by the University, it was also designed to meet the needs of those faculty members who do not want tenured status.
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By Alan Geist

Though the WPXN controversy has dragged on for some time now, several important issues remain unresolved. Despite the flurry of activity by the cluster of winds and clouds that followed the storm of challenges, the WPXN saga is not over.

First, there's the matter of the status of WPXN. If the station is responsible for the controversy, then it is fair to ask what the station is accountable to. The station is likely to be caught up in a controversy that is spreading throughout the campus and the University. The unfair practice of limiting the public right to a voice in the public debate is a serious one. WPXN, with its typical pop culture format, is one of the main voices of the campus. In fact, WPXN is the only radio station specifically licensed to broadcast throughout the University Valley and not just on the Penn Campus.

Second, there is the issue of the station's management. The University of Pennsylvania Board of Trustees has a responsibility to provide adequate support to the station. This includes funding, administration, and policy-making. The station's management, under current circumstances, is clearly the best candidate. However, it seems unlikely that the station will be able to resolve the controversy without further intervention.

Finally, there's the question of the station's future. Despite the recent progress, WPXN still faces many challenges. The station's future remains uncertain, and the University must take action to ensure its continued operation.

The WPXN Report

The Issues: View from the Station

By Janet Novak

Michael Daniel was a member of the Undergraduate Assembly, a group of student representatives who make decisions about student life. However, he decided to run for the position of President of the Student Assembly, a group responsible for making decisions about all aspects of student life.

Michael Daniel's decision to run for the position of President of the Student Assembly was met with controversy. Some UA leaders were concerned that Daniel's candidacy would detract from the focus of the organization, which was on the pay-as-you-go distribution of student activities. However, Daniel argued that his campaign was not solely about personal ambition, but also about the importance of student voice in decision-making.

Daniel's campaign was marked by a focus on issues such as tuition, academic freedom, and student representation. He promised to work with other student leaders to ensure that the needs of all students were represented in decision-making processes. Some UA leaders were concerned that Daniel's campaign would overshadow the work of the Student Assembly.

Daniel's campaign was also marked by a focus on transparent decision-making. He promised to make sure that all decisions made by the Student Assembly were open and accessible to all students. This focus on transparency was met with support from many student leaders who argued that it was important to ensure that the Student Assembly was accountable to all students.

Daniel's campaign was also marked by a focus on the role of student voice in decision-making. He argued that students should have a say in decisions that affect their lives, and that the Student Assembly should work to ensure that student voice was heard in decision-making processes. This focus on student voice was met with support from many student leaders who argued that it was important to ensure that students were represented in decision-making processes.
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Daniel's campaign was also marked by a focus on the importance of student voice in decision-making. He argued that students should have a say in decisions that affect their lives, and that the Student Assembly should work to ensure that student voice was heard in decision-making processes. This focus on student voice was met with support from many student leaders who argued that it was important to ensure that students were represented in decision-making processes.

Daniel's campaign was also marked by a focus on the importance of student voice in decision-making. He argued that students should have a say in decisions that affect their lives, and that the Student Assembly should work to ensure that student voice was heard in decision-making processes. This focus on student voice was met with support from many student leaders who argued that it was important to ensure that students were represented in decision-making processes.
STRIKERS’ FIRST WIN DOESN’T PLEASE COACH

By RICHARD HOEFFMANN

In the warmest of battles, the Penn rugby squad met against Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, it was obvious that the Quakers possessed the experience and greater talent. The match turned down the same page, Penn winning easily, 144. 34. The win may have pleased coach Ralph Hopkins and that he was not very pleased with the way the Quakers played. "We just weren’t aggressive enough," he added that the second half of the game was lost. "It was a difficult conundrum," Hopkins said. He didn’t want to comment on the "late night" match against Temple University. "I don’t want to talk about that," Hopkins replied. "I don’t want to talk about the game at all." Hopkins wasn’t pleased with the way the Quakers played. "We just didn’t do our responsibilities either way all the time." And when the chips were down in the first period the Quakers had a head start on the Penn goal. "I expected," Hopkins said, "but I expected the players would commit on the play of any individual members of the team." All of Hopkins’ charges were consistent in saying, however, that they would have to play better brand of football if they hope to be around the top of the playoff list.

STICKWOMEN STRUGGLE

Past Eastern, 3-1

The first one is always the toughest to pull out and down Especially when you’re opposed. The Penn field hockey squad found that out early, but could stick following the 3-0 opening victory over Eastern College yesterday afternoon at the University of Pennsylvania. Unfortunately, the Penn team was forced to fall as the Quakers’ two-set volleyball win last night over Philadelphia Pharmacy. The Penn Women’s Alliance Is Looking For A Symbol. The logo Will be Used For The Alliance’s Upcoming Presentations Of:

Poetry Readings
Sexuality Workshop
Film Series

SPORTSPOT SALE!

Up to 50% off! Sale this week only!

Women’s Summer Sports Clothes 30% off
Assorted Tennis Racquets 50% off
Tennis Balls purchase four cans and get a free pair of Aay or Seaspport tennis rackets limited to available sizes and quantities
Selected turtleneck sweaters and knit skirts

Hannel shirts ($5.99 & $9.95) 20% off
Woolrich outerwear 25% off
Suedes, leather & velvets 25% off
Converse sneakers 25% off
Selected Penn T-shirts 10% off
Men’s ties & belts 10% off
Selected Levi’s 30% off
Straw Hats 50% off

The Penn Women’s Alliance is a organization for women students. It is a place to meet, make new friends, and be involved in activities that are of interest to women. It offers a variety of programs and events throughout the year, including workshops, discussion groups, and social events. The Alliance also provides opportunities for leadership roles within the university community. It is open to all undergraduate women who are currently enrolled at the University of Pennsylvania.
By LORIS FIELDSAN

If last week's performance is any indication of what's to come, then Penn's cross country team is ready to 
run at full speed. The Quakers placed second of 16 teams in last week's Joe Reiker Invitational at Franklin Field, and the team is ranked number one in the annual Eastern College Conference meet for the first time in the history of the school.

The meet is a preview of what's to come as the season progresses. The next race will be against Lehigh on September 25, but the team already has a game plan for the season. "We're going to focus on our individual performance," says coach John Covert. "It's going to be a tough season, but we're ready for it."